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Well, we have just had our
58th annual Convention in
London and it went well,

despite the much smaller turnout this
year.

The location - the Park Plaza Hotel
at Westminster Bridge - was excellent
and the perfect size for
accommodating our needs. It is true to
say that there were fewer delegates this
year – a much lower attendance than
expected  - but it could have been a
potential economic disaster and it
wasn’t, so we were pleased with the
overall outcome. 

The feedback has also been
extremely encouraging with many
people saying it was a very nice event
and we also attracted some members
for the first time, in particular several
from India, which was a direct result
of  the regional meeting held earlier in
the year.

Although there was much positivity
about this year’s meeting, it was very
clear to us on the Board that even
though we had planned for
Convention to stay in London for three
years, we needed to listen to the
opinions of  our members and so this
decision has now been revoked.
Convention will not be in London next
year and we will go back to having it
in different places, which is what the
members were signalling they want.

So, we are moving it for 2014 but
have not yet disclosed where it will be
held – watch this space! I think it will
remain as a two-day event but we will
have to look at doing things differently.

The next event on the calendar is
our presence at London International

Shipping Week, which runs from 9th
to 13th September 2013. We shall
have our Executive Board Meeting just
after the week and we shall encourage
people to come to this exciting
inaugural event.

Unfortunately the ISSA Education
Programme has had to be put on the
back burner for the time being. We
distributed a questionnaire
encouraging people to register, to see
if  there was enough interest to warrant
investment in the programme, but
unfortunately we had very few replies.
We will have a look at it again in the
future but we need at least 20
companies to sign up to make it
worthwhile.

The Watchdog initiative, which
will help to ensure members get paid
by enabling them to share experiences
about bad payers and also assist them
in recovering payments, is still in the
planning stage and we are still working
on it. It is very long and involved
because there is a big intelligence
aspect to it and we have now had
meetings with several intelligence
companies. When we are actually
going to be able to present it is not
known yet but we do know it is very
much sought-after and all we can say is
that it is moving forward.

We have also been working on
improving the staffing situation at the
Secretariat in London and we will be
making an announcement about this
very shortly – again, watch this space!

Have a great summer.

Jens Olsen
ISSA President

Foreword
Dear ISSA Members and Maritime Colleagues

You can keep up to date with the
latest news on the ISSA website at
www.shipsupply.org and send in
your comments and views to the
ISSA Secretariat either by phone
on +44 (0)20 7626 6236; Fax +44
(0)20 7626 6234 or alternatively
email secretariat@shipsupply.org
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Germany
German Shipsuppliers Association AGM
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The German Shipsuppliers
Association held its Annual
General Meeting in Hamburg

on 24th April 2013, with President
Frank Engellandt welcoming 41
representatives of  31 member
companies, which unanimously
approved the acts of  the board 
and secretary.

In his report on the business year, Mr
Engellandt mentioned that in 2012, the
German Shipsuppliers Association had
again successfully represented the
interests of  its members. At EU-level
Shipsuppliers were represented by
OCEAN, at the international level 
by ISSA.

German Association members
reported the crisis is not over, yet with
low charter rates, overcapacities and the
financial crisis taking their toll on the
industry. Ship owners in the area of
merchant shipping were discussed as
being in a kind of  ‘double crises’ – owing
to a weak market and the stepping back
of  some important banks, which had put
them into serious trouble. In Germany,
unfortunately, needful infrastructure
projects for maritime waterways, River

Elbe and Kiel-Canal were postponed.
An improvement in 2013 was
considered as not likely.

Good working supply chains,
adequate rules and procedures were
essential for ship suppliers. It would
become more and more difficult to
implement new rules without having
negative effects on the procedures
because of  the yet existing rules. The
more important factor is strong lobby
work to prevent negative developments
for the maritime industry.

Mr Engellandt thanked everyone
who had been involved in the excellent
work of  the association in the past year
and invited members to continue
supporting this work with new ideas 
and suggestions.

Mr Harms reported on some special
subjects of  customs, tax and economic
law. Then he reported about
veterinarian issues and OCEAN on
behalf  of  Wolfgang Sump, who could
not be present. Mr Engellandt then
reported for Mr Rapp who could not be
present about the work of  ISSA.

In the public part of  the 2013 AGM
Mr Dr Jörg Wagner, Federal Ministry of

Transport, Building and Urban
Development, held a speech about this
year’s meeting motto: “Supply Chain
Security”.

141 companies were involved in the
German Ship Suppliers Association at
the end of  2012, general ship suppliers,
specialized ship suppliers and
manufacturers.

The 2012 Annual Report is available
as a PDF download on the association’s
website: www.shipsuppliers.de �

Pictured left to right: German Board and
guest speaker: Thorsten Harms (Association
Secretary), Lennart Clasen (Holger Clasen
GmbH & Co. KG, Hamburg), Mathias
Overhaus (Emder Schiffsausrüstungs AG,
Emden, Treasurer), Gunnar Heinemann (Gebr.
Heinemann SE & Co. KG), Jens Pfeiffer
(EMS Ship Supply (Germany) GmbH,
Hamburg), Andreas Albert (H. Albert GmbH,
Bremen), Nadine Kloska (Kloska Group,
Hamburg/Bremen/Rostock), Jörg Wagner
(Federal Ministry of  Transport, Building and
Urban Development), Daniel Arzani (Federal
Ministry of  Transport, Building and Urban
Development) Frank Engellandt (HMS
Hanseatic Marine Services GmbH & Co. KG,
Hamburg/Kiel, President).



Just before this year’s Convention
in London, The British
Association of  Ship Suppliers

(BASS) held its AGM and annual
luncheon which, according to
Chairman Bob Blake, was well
attended.

BASS, which currently has 47
members, used the occasion to focus on
important issues, including the financial
repercussions of  doing business with
companies who are extremely slow to
pay. Mr Blake provided his assessment
of  the current situation and warned of
the dangers of  taking on new business
but mentioned that both Bruce Hailey
of  Salvus Law, a Council member, and
Roger Symes of  Marine Debt

Management are available to help
ISSA members who are struggling to
get paid. 

Mr Blake noted that BASS
members should be aware that in many
cases ship owners themselves are having
problems when charterers are not
paying them the charter hire, which can
run into millions. While the tanker
market remains buoyant the freight rate
for bulkers is well down due to
oversupply of  tonnage and downturn 
in demand.

During the meeting, John Davey
from Cavendish foods discussed issues
relating to the European Ship Suppliers
Organization (OCEAN). The last
OCEAN board meeting took place in

Helsinki on Friday 12th April but the
working group on Customs and
Taxation had met the previous day and
John Davey represented BASS at these
meetings.

The board discussed the Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) with the US, Japan
and Thailand.  The purpose of  this FTA
is to open up new markets, increase
investment opportunities, make trade
cheaper by eliminating all customs duties
and finally to set trade faster and cheaper.
Although there are current EU
agreements with many countries this will
be the biggest bilateral trade agreement
ever negotiated.

On the election of  Council
members, under the terms of  the

United Kingdom
BASS AGM

Regional Focus



Association, four members stood down
after serving for three years – Bob
Blake, James Strachan, Bruce Hailey
and John Davey. These members
indicated their willingness to remain on
the Council with the exception of
James Strachan who, after over 14 years
on the Council, has decided to step
down. The Chairman thanked him for
his support throughout his time on the
Council and a presentation was made
to him during the lunch.

Due to a decline in membership it
was decided not to replace James
Strachan on the Council and as there
were no nominations from any other
member, the
remaining three
men were
elected back on
to the Council
for a further
three-year
term. �

Regional Focus



Spain has felt the impact of  the crisis
keenly but according to Rafael
Fernandez, President, AESMAR

(the Spanish Ship Suppliers Association)
by sharing information and ensuring
common interests are promoted, Spanish
ship suppliers can benefit strongly. 

When asked what the market is like
for ship suppliers in Spain at this time,
Mr Fernandez said: “Although Spain is
being seriously affected by the
international crisis, the ship supply
industry is not suffering its consequences
as strongly as other sectors. The main
issue is to assure payments are made on
time. This is a key factor and AESMAR

members are
working together,
sharing relevant
information and
supporting our
interests.

“Some of  our
members are

readjusting
their
infrastructures
to adapt their
companies to
the current
market

situation, but in general, and due to the
financial difficulties, most ship suppliers
are analysing their strengths and
weakness – important things to consider
and to take into account as perhaps,
during the good times, this kind of
analysis is not usually carried out, or at
least, not so deeply.”

But is price competition between
suppliers a major problem in Spain, and
how can suppliers work together to form
a stronger ship supply community in the
country? “The competition is hard in
Spain and also in prices. Ship suppliers
are aware that buying cheaper is very
important to be competitive, together
with a high quality and professional
service. 

“With the internationalisation of  the
market, the implementation and
improvement of  e-commerce, the
introduction of  new technologies and
new transport routes (which make transit
times and costs more efficient) – suppliers
are now closer to customers, so there are
more possibilities to get better prices and
reduce storage costs. All these factors
produce high competition in prices.”

He added that to ensure the success
of  ship supply in Spain, contact among
members will be very important to

maintain a stronger
ship supply
community. “Not
only in Spain, but in
every country, there is
strength in numbers.
The union of  ship
suppliers must be

seen as a group capable to face any issue,
related to customs regulations,
administrative burdens, clients who are
not paying but requesting deliveries in
different ports to different suppliers, etc.
Together we must work to look after our
industry.”

Mr Fernandez said some AESMAR
members were present in London at the
recent ISSA Convention, where they had
the opportunity to discuss Spanish and
international maritime matters.
Commenting on how the financial crisis
in Spain has had an impact on the
Spanish ship supply industry, he said the
financial crisis had caused a strong
impact: “Some of  our members have
been compelled to readjust the
infrastructures of  their companies, in
term of  employees and a reduction of
investments. The internal cost structure
of  many companies has been redesigned,
because of  the need to reduce the sale
price, maintaining a margin for benefits.

“The positive side of  these
consequences is that more efficient
systems are being implemented in
companies. We are all acquiring strong
experiences for the future – we believe
that we are on the way to the recovery of
the market conditions in the medium-
term.”

“We are glad to report we have not
lost any members, moreover, new
members have joined during these
difficult years. The capacity to adapt
companies to the current situation is key
to maintaining business. Cooperation
and fair play among members is very

important to pass through
this crisis. Here, the
association has an
important role, providing
the necessary tools
requested by our
members.” �

Spain
Counteracting the crisis

Regional Focus
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Ship suppliers in Ireland are
finding it difficult to compete
with other ports, especially those

in mainland Europe.
That’s according to Donal

Connaughton, a Director of  Dublin-
based ship supplier L. Connaughton &
Sons, who said that being an island
nation meant extra costs had to be
passed on to purchasers.

“Most products are imported,
particularly deck, engine and cabin
stores,” explained Mr Connaughton. 

“Like all ship suppliers we get a lot
of  RFQs (request for quotation) from
shipping companies throughout the
world, but we find that these requests
have been circulated to many ports that

the vessel will call to over a number of
months. 

“This, of  course, is quite in order
from the operator’s point of  view as
they are charged with operating the
vessel at the most competitive rate. The
most frustrating part of  preparing these
RFQs is when the company requesting
it does not even offer a reply after we
have spent several hours in processing
their requirements.”

Mr Connaughton stressed that
while his company might not be able to
offer the cheapest prices, it does try to
make up the shortfall by providing good
service and on-time deliveries.

He said the Republic of  Ireland had
seen tough economic times of  late with

the bailout, which still continues today,
and shipping had seen a major decline
in imports. However, exports were
“holding their own” especially in the
agricultural and IT sectors.

So, what kind of  support does he
think could be offered from the
government to help the maritime
sector?

“Incentives perhaps, more than
money. Deposit rates in the banks are at
an all-time low and perhaps some of  the
savings built up in deposits should be
encouraged into the maritime sector. We
are an island nation with a small maritime
fleet and anything that can be
implemented to encourage the growth of
this fleet would be most welcome.” �

Ireland
Mainland providing tough competition

Regional Focus
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The 42nd National Assembly 
of  ANPAN Associazione
Nazionale Provveditori

Appaltatori (National Association of
Supply Contractors) was held at the
end of  May in Genoa.

President Valentina Schiavi
underlined the importance of  the
shipping industry to the entire Italian
economy, revealing all the obstacles that
are slowing down national growth and
specific problems within the field,
emphasising the importance of  a
constant dialogue between the
members of  ANPAN and an effective
collaboration with OCEAN.

The conference began with a
memorial in honour of  the victims of
the ''Torre Piloti di Molo Giano''
tragedy. Later, Mrs Schiavi, succeeded
by Alfredo Tosato – who still remains
ANPAN's Vice-President and
OCEAN's President, discussed the
present problems facing the Italian
maritime sector.

The President of  the association,
while
pointing out
the
importance
of  the
shipping
industry to
the Italian
economy, its
contribution
to GDP and
the job
opportunities

it creates, denounced once again the
obstacles to recovery in Italy.
Inefficiency and excessive bureaucracy
have been identified by the maritime
industry and other Italian industries as
as a huge block on development.

Attention then shifted to issues more
closely related to the work of  onboard
supervisors, and in particular to the
theme of  the tax system related to a
non-taxable supply of  goods for the
fueling and provisioning of  vessels,
which ANPAN is working on with the
collaboration of  the law firm Tremonti
Vitali Romagnoli Piccardi & Associati.

The association discussed the
problem created by the €1,000 limit for
cash transactions, which creates
difficulties for supervisors. The
association requested a specific
exemption and an increase in the limit
and this proposal will now be debated
with the new executive.

Dr Diego Rispoli, Director Excise
duties, dealt particularly with the
amendment to the law on the limit of
cash payments and Dr Giuliano Foglia
- Studio Tremonti Vitali Romagnoli
Piccardi e Associati - gave a report on
Legal advice presented to the Italian
Revenue Agency (Agenzia delle
Entrate). Presidential Decree 633/72
was also discussed with comments from
the lawyer Giovanni d'Ayala (Tremonti
Vitali Romagnoli Piccardi e Associati).
Other matters up for discussion were –
62 (Law 27 of  24.3.2012), arising from
the new requirement of  the written
form of  the contracts of  sale of  goods

food processors and final deadline for
payment within 30 days for perishable
goods and 60 days of  non-perishable,
with the subsequent dispute between
the Ministries of  Economic
Development and Agriculture Politics
and the relative lack of  clarity about it.

Enzo De Vecchis and Constantino
Sarlo, from the Customs Agency and
the State Monopoly, agreed to address
the issue. 

To conclude, Manlio Mario,
Director of  the National Council of
Customs Brokers and Eugenio Gaudio,
ATRI's Honorary President
(Association of  Travel Retail Italy),
highlighted common goals and synergy
between the Associations.

Speaking following the AGM,
ANPAN’s Vice-President Alfredo
Tosato said the ship supply market, in
general, was still suffering from the low
freight rates and owners cutting back on
quantities of  consumables.

“The Italian, and in general the
EEC economic situation, is not growing
and consequently there is a serious
reduction of  imported goods with less
volumes and less ships arriving in our
ports,” he added.

Mr Tosato said the only positive
area was the cruise sector, thanks to the
historical value of  many of  the Italian
harbours. “The number of  ships calling
at Italian ports is increasing, with a
good benefit for the ship suppliers
operating in this market sector.”

Overall, the Vice-President said
he, unfortunately, did not see a
recovery in the short term – he
believes it will be at least two years –
so many ship suppliers would be
paying close attention to costs.

“However, we remain optimistic as
always, because it will be important to
be ready and healthy when the market
does start to grow again.” �

Italy
Obstacles to recovery examined

Regional Focus
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Ship
suppliers
will play a

crucial role in helping
shipping companies to meet
tougher nutritional regulations when
the Maritime Labour Convention
2006 comes into force in August.

Until now, meals onboard have
generally been a bone of  contention
for many seafarers, with many
products served up day in day out and
left-overs transformed into subsequent
days’ dishes. But all that is about to
change as the MLC 2006 sets to
revolutionise the way crews are 
catered for.

The Convention states that ‘Food
and drinking water supplies, having
regard to the number of  seafarers on
board, their religious requirements
and cultural practices as they pertain
to food, and the duration and nature
of  the voyage, shall be suitable in
respect of  quantity, nutritional value,
quality and variety’.

Robert Steen Kledal, Managing
Director for Wrist Ship Supply, said
the balance between cost and quality
will be even more important.

“The MLC 2006 is a landmark and
progressive regulation that will serve to
safeguard and improve seafarer welfare
when it enters into force in August. As
part of  this, ship supplies play a crucial
role, as ensuring that seafarers receive a
high quality and nutritionally balanced
diet is a priority and central in crew
motivation, boosting morale and
wellbeing,” said Mr Kledal.

However, he explained that while
MLC 2006 will benefit ship owners by
giving them an official regulatory point
of  reference for the first time, it will also
bring additional complexities for 
ship supply.

“For example, given the challenging
economic times, ship owners and
operators have to balance quality with
cost efficiency and there is no room for
compromise. Food quality is paramount
and they cannot risk fines through lack
of  compliance. Transparency and

budget control are key priorities for our
customers and, in the current market,

ensuring optimum efficiency is 
a challenge.”

Aykut Coskun, International
Sales and Business Development

Manager for Turkish wholesaler and
supply chain solution partner Anele,
said: “From our point of  view, having
set parameters for a balanced diet
based on nutritional requirements was
definitely a step in the right direction.
Just because someone is out at sea does
not mean they should be deprived of
the necessary fluids or protein intake
that is required.”

He said Anele, whose clients include
ship suppliers, cruise liners, airline
caterers and restaurants, had always
ensured it offered a high quality range
of  commodities for all its customers.

“This includes ship chandlers but it
was obviously then in the hands of  the
ship owner to decide which items and,
more importantly, what quantity of
items were provided to their crews.

“Anele has welcomed the
establishment of  minimum standards
for the quality of  food and drinking
water and for the catering standards

18 The SHIP Supplier Issue 57 2013
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that
apply to

the meals that
are provided to

seafarers.”
Just last year Danish health

and safety consulting company
Seahealth published results of  a survey
into onboard catering, in its Project
NEPTUNE, supported by the Danish
Maritime Foundation.

‘The Mapping of  food and skills at
sea’ aims to review the whole area of
diet and nutrition in preparation for
helping Danish vessels to comply with
MLC 2006.

Seahealth asked 48 cooks, masters,
trainees, suppliers and company office
staff  about their experiences of
onboard catering, looking into what
owners and managers were buying,
where they were buying it from, how
food was cooked and the general
attitude towards healthy food.

Project Manager Annelise Ømand
said the biggest surprise was that the
Master has a big influence in what food
is served onboard and also has a big
responsibility for what is ordered, so the
cook does not always have a say. 

In the survey, one Danish Master
said: “When there is not so much to
look forward to in a hard-working day,
it is incredibly important for most
seamen and, in any case, for me that
what you eat is delicious and that it is
healthy and good.”

Results of  the mapping process
showed suppliers believed there was a
conflict between the experience of
seamen, company offices and suppliers.
Suppliers felt they were often blamed
for quality issues but said they operated
within the framework set out by the
company and called for clear, realistic
requirements and frameworks in
contracts between suppliers and
companies.

Another message coming out of  the
process was that company offices had to
take the lead and set the framework for
catering, using corporate policies on the
quality of  food to give guidelines to
masters, cooks and crew. Stewards,
cooks and manning agencies also called
for realistic budgets and improvements
in training.

Project NEPTUNE has now
developed a tool kit which it is testing
and is appealing for Danish vessels to
take part in the free testing. Some of  the
things included in the toolkit include
templates and guidance on drawing up
health and catering/dietary policies in
the company and guidelines for how to
set clear requirements in contracts
between companies and suppliers.
There is also a section on its website
www.tuneupyourseahealth.dk where
cooks and assistants can share tips 
and tricks.

One of  the standards set out within
the new MLC 2006 is the quality of
onboard drinking water, as improperly
managed water is an established route
for infectious disease transmission.

In response to the regulations,
Wilhelmsen Ships Service has launched
the Nalfleet Potable Water Test Kit
which enables seafarers to monitor the
quality of  the potable water network
onboard, providing tests for common
infectious bacteria and, in the process,
reducing the chance of  possible risk to
health from bacteria.

Graham Hunter, Technical Sales
Director, Chemicals, WSS Singapore,
said: “The MLC has been in the

process of  adoption for some time and
it’s fair to say that the maritime industry
may still be getting to grips with the
scope and reach of  its compliance
requirements. Developing compliance
measures takes time and we encourage
the industry to start this work
immediately.

“The quality of  fresh water onboard
ship may seem a small part of  the overall
picture but in fact it is very significant
both in terms of  crew health protection
and in avoiding possible detention for
non-compliance. Ships not only need to
be inspected and certified within the
deadlines, they are required to continue
demonstrating that compliance, or risk
delays and detentions.”

Helping shipping companies to deal
with the complexities surrounding
Convention compliance, Wrist Ship
Supply launched WristXena, a software
programme designed to streamline the
purchasing process for consumable ship
supplies, optimise vessel economy and
improve health at sea.

It is a menu-planning tool and
electronic cookbook which gives
inventory control to ship owners,
reducing waste and enabling
transparency to ensure they stay within
nutritional guidelines as stipulated
within MLC 2006. Recipes in the
programme provide cost-per-meal
information and reconcile this against
existing food stock.

“Importantly, managing these
complexities through an intelligent
software system helps to deliver genuine
value to ship owners and operators, and
enables them to concentrate on core
operations, reducing the risk of  fines and
providing a procurement resource that
delivers transparency and budget
control,” said Mr Kledal.

“Innovating and looking to
technology as a means of  improving cost
and operational efficiencies, as well as
the quality of  products and services, is
central to driving progression within
ship supplies and adding real value to
the relationships that we have with our
customers.” �
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The MLC 2006 is a
landmark and progressive
regulation that will serve
to safeguard and improve
seafarer welfare 
Robert Steen Kledal,
Managing Director, Wrist
Ship Supply
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There has been concern among
many ISSA members that
‘cowboy’ operators are now

dominating business in many parts of  the
world, undercutting prices and giving rise
to slim pickings for reputable ship
suppliers, with the food and beverage
market being particularly affected.

Captain Napoleon Paterakis,
Managing Director of  CMI, based in
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam said in the
last issue of  The Ship Supplier that it was
becoming increasingly difficult to
compete and how his company had
experienced a downturn in business.

North Vietnamese ports, he said,
were being controlled by very strong
local ‘cowboys: “Sometimes you have to
work through them and sometimes they
don’t even allow you.”

Ordinary fishermen, vegetable
sellers and illegally-operating

businessmen without a bona fide office,
customs licence or sales tax registration
are becoming sub-contractors of
chandlers from other distant ports,
according to John Philip, of  John
Philips & Co in Cochin, India.

“This practice hampers the business
of  the local well-established firms that
are members of  the ISSA family,” 
he said.

“It is important that the ship owners
and masters should be aware so that
they may not be misled by such
miscreants. The prices of  products of
such suppliers will also be more when
the business is given to a sub-contractor
as they would also want a discount of
their own. If  the price is not high, then
you can be sure that they are indulging
in the malpractice of  supplying low
quality products or reduced quantity of
products.”

Mr Philip said there was also a
chance that the products being sold
were beyond the expiry date: “For
example, in India, the orders for edible
items should be placed only after
checking whether the Food Safety and
Standard Authority of  India Licence
has been obtained by the supplier 
or not.”

In Chennai, he claimed, there were
also suppliers who were falsely claiming
to be members of  ISSA by using a
photocopied ISSA logo, and a
complaint was made about this at the
Regional Meeting in February.

“The purchasers should instruct the
masters of  the vessels to confirm
whether the supplier is actually an ISSA
member or not. An ISSA member
would definitely have all the registration
certificates according to government
regulations.”

Food & Beverage
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Aykut Coskun, International Sales
and Business Development Manager for
Turkish company Anele Supply Chain
Solutions, said: “In our business, as with
every business, there are always cowboys
out there trying to make a quick buck.

Are they a real threat to our business? I
think the extent of  the threat depends on
how well equipped you are and how high
the bar has been set in your industry. 

“If  the bar is low, then that leaves
the door open for these cowboys to

come in and price cut and take away
long term clients but I think it’s our
responsibility to set high standards and
raise the bar in terms of  what we are
offering our clients.”

Anele is a wholesaler and supply
chain solution partner which provides
food and non-food products to food
service operations in various markets
including ship supply and cruise liners
as well as airlines, and hotels and
restaurants.

“Anele is not a transaction based
company. Our aim is to create long-
term strategic relationships with our
clients whereby we become not only
their supplier but their supply chain
solution partner.”

Mr Coskun added: “Prices can be
undercut, but at some point in time
clients realise that cost cutting at the
expense of  product and service quality
does not have a positive effect on their
business.” �
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An Italian coffee company which
supplies to the shipping industry
is celebrating 60 years of

business this year.
Gruppo Pera, in Alessandria,

northern Italy, says by offering good
value for money and a personal service,
the company has been able to stand up
to bigger brands and grow its business.

“The coffee market, like every
market, is changing every day and the
biggest challenge today is to get new
customers in a new market with the right
product,” said Chief  Executive Officer
Alessandro Pera.

“If  you eat pizza in Italy it will be
different from a pizza in London because
people have different cultures and
opinions. With coffee it is the same.”

The Pera Group supplies directly to
the shipping industry with the most

popular products being its Pera brand
Red and Gold 250g ground coffees and
also coffee beans.  Most of  the coffee is
destined for commercial ships but it also
has customers in the cruise sector.

Mr Pera said the global recession and
economic crisis in Europe had caused
customers to reduce their purchasing. 

Customised products are now a big
part of  the business and Pera is able to
make unique and personalised blends
based on the client’s specification, for
both beans and coffee pods, and can also
personalise packaging.

Pera was started by Alessandro’s
grandfather, Benito Pera, in 1953 when
he and his wife, Adele Rastelli, formed
Industria del Caffè Pera Benito.

Over the years the company
expanded and the running of  the
business also changed hands, with

Benito’s son Arnaldo, now President,
taking over in 2003 and Alessandro
joining the company in 2011. Various
acquisitions were also made and Gruppo
Pera now has seven other labels, as well
as its own brand.

The beans come from South
America, Ethiopia, Vietnam, India and
Indonesia, and the company, which
employs 50 people, is able to produce
18,000kg of  roasted coffee each day.

So what makes the coffee stand out
from the competition?

“Our coffee offers very good value for
money,” said Mr Pera. �

Bean in business for 60 years!









From the Brig

Solving insolvency
ISSA’s legal expert Bruce Hailey discusses
the issues that matter to you
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Not a week passes without
reading of  another fleet that has
sought the protection of  the

Court, often but not always in the USA.
Insolvency is a recurring headache for
suppliers to the world’s merchant fleet.  

A significant part of  the world fleet is
under German control - reportedly one
third of  the world’s container fleet and
substantial holdings in other sectors.  The
scale of  the German controlled fleet has
been hugely assisted by the popular
“KG” investment model, which
encouraged private investors, with some
success, to invest into shipping. 

It is now quite normal to see German
fleets established through a series of  one
ship KG companies.  The fleets are
operated by the shipping houses, who
adopt the official status of  “managers”.
In many cases these shipping houses will
hold a majority shareholding in the KG
companies through which the vessels are
legally owned.   

German owners have traditionally
been seen as reliable clients for ship
suppliers, with few payment delays or
defaults.  However, we are seeing an
increasing number of  German
controlled KGs entering insolvency
proceedings in Germany.  In most cases
this is not occurring on a fleet basis, but
on a vessel by vessel basis.  Non-
performing vessels are being cast adrift
from the otherwise healthy fleet.

Unpaid suppliers are directed to the
insolvency administrator, and the
shipping house disclaims responsibility
for debts of  the insolvent KG.  The
insolvency proceedings prevent legal
action against the vessel owned by the

insolvent KG, even if  it continues to
trade.  

As already said, in many cases the
shipping house is the majority
shareholder of  the insolvent KG, but
rather than support that vessel through
the current market a decision is made to
cast the vessel adrift.  It is of  course the
prerogative of  any business to close loss-
making parts of  the business.  However,
there appears to be little regard for
suppliers who go unpaid.

This leaves creditors feeling rather
unhappy, when they are asked to write-
off  debt, despite the fact that the shipping
house continues to operate a large fleet.
Such frustrations are understandable,
more so in cases when supplies have been
made shortly before the insolvency and
at a time when the shipping house must
have known of  the insolvency plans.  

Of  course, insolvency is not restricted
by any means to Germany.  However,
typically, it is an entire fleet that files
insolvency proceedings.   We have
highlighted Germany and the KG
structure because of  the trend of  the
German shipping houses to select for
liquidation individual vessels and KGs.  

Perhaps the reluctance of  the
shipping houses to support non-
performing vessels is a feature of  the KG
investment model (where each KG has
different investors, which means that
each KG must stand or fall on its own
financial performance.)  

Whatever the justification may be,
creditors must serve their own interests
and develop strategies to deal with such
situations.  In many cases, strong
commercial relationships will enable the

supplier to find a solution with the
shipping house without the need for any
harsh words, or worse still legal action.

In cases where the shipping house
insists that it cannot assist with payment,
then it may be possible to take action
against other vessels in the fleet, if  it can
be shown that they have common
beneficial ownership with the “insolvent”
vessel.  It may be observed that the
insolvency proceedings would not
prevent action against another vessel,
because the action would not be taken
against the asset of  the insolvent KG.  

Suppliers must be careful to select
jurisdictions where such “associated ship
arrests” are permissible, the most obvious
and publicised being South Africa.
However, this is by no means the only
jurisdiction where such action is possible
(French and Francophone jurisdictions
being others that offer the possibility).  

It will be necessary to make
investigations into the various KGs, to
ascertain that there is indeed common
control of  the insolvent KG and of  the
KG (or other company) that owns the
vessel that may be the target of  action.
If  this can be established then it should
be possible to persuade the relevant
owner to settle the claim.  If  not, an
arrest may be undertaken.  

The message, therefore, is that when
faced with the insolvency of  a German
owner, it is important to examine the
wider facts and consider whether
pressure can be brought through other
vessels in the fleet.  Do not necessarily
accept at face value what is being said,
and if  necessary seek advice from
specialists. �
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Clean
conscience



The maritime industry may have
a reputation for being a slow
mover where regulation is

concerned, as new rules may remain in
the pipeline for years before being put
into force, and ballast water
management (BWM) is no exception.
Despite being adopted by the
International Maritime Organization
in 2004, the Ballast Water Management
Convention can only come into law 12
months after being ratified by 30 states,
representing 35% of  the global fleet.

At the time of  going to press, 36
States have ratified the Convention,
representing 29.07% of  the world
merchant fleet tonnage. This is
surprising perhaps, particularly
considering the devastation caused
through a lack of  ballast water
management in the past, whereby
invasive species have caused eco system
problems. Consider the zebra mussel – a
species native to Russia but which has

become an invasive species in North
America, Spain, Great Britain, Ireland,
Sweden and Italy. Scientists argue that
the zebra mussel species entered the
North American Great Lakes through
the dumping of  ballast water from
Europe. 

In addition to having a negative
impact on fish populations in the Great
Lakes, the cost of  removing zebra
mussels from pipework for water facilities
and power plants is extensive as zebra
mussels are algae feeders and attach
themselves to hard surfaces (such as the
insides of  pipes), after which they are
difficult to remove.

According to Andreas Sohmen-Pao,
CEO of  international shipping
company the BW Group, resistance to
regulatory change can be a negative
force in industry, particularly where the
environment’s best interests are at the
heart of  regulatory change. He told The
Ship Supplier that although some countries

have embraced BWM, those who have
been slow to act could find themselves at
a disadvantage.

“I think fighting regulation is not
going to achieve anything in the long-run
because regulations will come anyway. If
you fight against regulation, you are also
fighting against the environment and
against important trends so we need to
work with it. I would rather see good
regulations than no regulations at all –
but good regulation is equal for all, with
a predictable pace of  introduction which
takes into account all possible
consequences and unintended
consequences.

He also said a lack of  support from
some countries may leave a ‘patchwork’
approach towards regulations such as
BWM: “Ballast water management
regulations seem to be stacked in limbo
and now what we see is what we feared
the most – one country, a very important
country, the US, is going ahead, whereas
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other countries are getting left behind
and that leaves us in a worse-off  world. 

“If  you have to choose between
regulations, no regulations, or a
patchwork of  regulations, I would say the
patchwork is the worst possible outcome,
but one shouldn’t fight against regulation.
Our environment is changing and you
have to evolve with it.”  

However, the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) has been working
hard through its GloBallast Partnerships
Project, which assists developing
countries and their maritime industries
for implementation of  the international
regulations on ballast water management
to prevent the spread of  alien invasive
species. The Project recently won the 6th
Marine BizTV International Maritime
Award for ‘Best Innovative Project’ – an
award presented during the 6th Marine
BizTV International Maritime Award
ceremony, held in Dubai.

The Project has been praised for its
role in catalysing global efforts to find
innovative technological solutions for the
management of  ships’ ballast water and
its international position as a successful
technical co-operation and capacity

building project. The Project is executed
by IMO with funding support from the
Global Environment Facility (GEF) and
in partnership with the United Nations
Development Agency (UNDP).

The award  honoured GloBallast’s
global impact in terms of  preparing
developing countries and their maritime
industries for the implementation of  the
International Convention for the Control
and Management of  Ships Ballast Water
and Sediments, 2004, its role in assisting
the maritime industry to overcome
technical challenges through its
pioneering Global Industry Alliance
(GIA) initiative and for catalyzing
significant global efforts to address one of
the most pressing environmental issues
that the maritime industry is currently
facing. 

When the BWM Convention does
enter into force, there could be a
bottleneck in demand for BWM systems
but INTERTANKO (International
Association of  Independent Tanker
Owners) has praised the IMO for
altering implementation dates to ensure
ship owners will be fully ready to fulfil the
requirements of  the Ballast Water
Management Convention.

In line with an INTERTANKO-led
joint proposal last year, the IMO has
agreed to a rescheduling of  the
International Ballast Water Management
Convention implementation dates, which
will smooth the installation scheduling for
ships installing ballast water
management systems (BWMS), a trial
period for port state control and new
guidance on BWMS type approvals. 

Katharina Stanzel, INTERTANKO
Managing Director, said:
“INTERTANKO applauds the progress
made last week by the IMO’s MEPC on
the challenges of  implementing the
Ballast Water Management Convention,
specifically related to the implementation
schedule, port state control and improved
transparency of  ballast water equipment
capabilities.”

At its 65th session, the Marine
Environment Protection Committee
(MEPC 65) of  the IMO approved a draft

Assembly resolution which recommends
that ships not be required to install a
BWMS until its first renewal survey after
entry into force of  the BWM
Convention.

“This revised schedule is more
logically pinned to the entry into force
date of  the Ballast Water Convention
and allows for the installation of  the
ballast water treatment system to be
undertaken at the first renewal survey
after entry into force”, explained
INTERTANKO’s Senior Manager –
Environment, Tim Wilkins.

While the actual IMO Resolution in
which the revised schedule is detailed still
has to be formally adopted by the IMO’s
Assembly when it meets in November
this year, it is largely understood that this
final draft is likely to be unchanged. 

MEPC 65 also adopted a circular to
initiate a trial period for the sampling and
testing of  ballast water by port state
control, during which port state control
will refrain from detaining a ship or
taking criminal sanctions in the event
that a BWMS does not meet the
discharge. 

“This will allow time for PSC to
determine which sampling and testing
techniques work in practice and
importantly will also allow the industry
to identify any compliance problems
associated with the operation of  type
approved BWMS,” said Mr Wilkins. �
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If you fight against
regulation, you are also
fighting against the
environment
Andreas Sohmen-Pao, CEO,
BW Group

“
”

Katharina Stanzel, Managing
Director, INTERTANKO
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Aship medical supplier has
warned that a seafarer could
die from malaria if  not enough

is done to control the number of
counterfeit and substandard drugs
seeping into the maritime market.

Nicholas Ioannidis, owner of
Athens-based ShipMedical and the
International Maritime Health
Association Ambassador to Greece,
said he knows copies of  the anti-
malaria drug Malarone have been sold
to ships.

“I had a telephone conversation
with the lawyer for British drug
manufacturer GlaxoSmithKline and
they said Malarone has already been
copied in India and it is being sold to
ships. Glaxo is losing money and, if  you
get malaria, the counterfeit medicines
will be substandard and you could even
die,” he warned. 

He believes it is also a situation
which will worsen as shipping
companies struggle with low rates:
“They are trying to economise and
unfortunately they are doing this even
with medicines,” he said.

“If  the market gets better maybe
they will start to buy branded again, 
but I don’t see that happening any 
time soon.”

Health authorities all over the world
are battling to stem the flow of  fake
drugs which have already caused deaths

in places like Africa, where many
people are being given ‘anti-malaria’
drugs which do nothing to protect 
their lives.

According to John Macdonald,
General Manager at UK-based
supplier Hutton’s Medical, it is a
problem which has been bubbling
under the surface for quite some time
but has now reached boiling point.

“Counterfeit medicine is the
biggest topic in our sector at the

moment. It is something which has
been going on for a very long time but
has become much bigger recently. 
It has caused many deaths already,” 
he said.

“Initially, it was only a few specific
products, mainly cancer treatments,
but when they clamped down on
those, of  course, the counterfeiters just
moved on to copying other products.”

Most of  the counterfeit medicines
are believed to be coming from China
and India – and made, quite literally,
in the shed in someone’s back yard. 

Though, they are not produced in
high-tech, sophisticated laboratories,
this should not fool the buyer into
thinking counterfeit medicines only
come in cheap, obvious looking
packaging, warned Mr Macdonald.

“They have become very clever
with the packaging, even to the point of
getting holographic seals on the
packets,” he said.

The problem has become so great
that on 2nd January this year, a new
European Commission directive came
into force – the Falsified Medicines
Directive – to tackle the issue of
counterfeit drugs.

Pol Laporte, Pharmacist at Antwerp
Shipping Pharmacy in Belgium, said:
“The big problem is that there is a lot
of  garbage on the market – products
containing 0% of  the active substance.
If  you take these you will not have the
treatment you expected to receive and
the treated disease will become more
severe. In rare cases, these garbage
medicines are toxic and life-
threatening, but mostly they are
ineffective, which can also be
dangerous.”

New measures in the Directive,
which must be followed by all vessels
with a flag if  a European member state,
include a common EU-wide 
logo to identify legal online pharmacies,
tougher rules on the controls and

Red alert
over

drugs
counterfeit

If it’s a new drug it’s
normally extremely
expensive so it’s prime for 
counterfeiting
John Macdonald, General
Manager, Hutton’s Medical

“
”
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inspections of
producers of  active
pharmaceutical ingredients and
strengthened record-keeping
requirements for wholesale distributors. 

From July 2013, all active
substances manufactured outside 
the EU and imported into the EU 
must also be accompanied by a written
confirmation from the regulatory
authority of  the exporting country.
These statements will be issued per
manufacturing site and per active
substance and a number of  countries
have already committed to issuing
written confirmations.

There will also be barcodes
printed or attached to every single
pack of  medicines subject to
prescription and other medicines at
risk of  being falsified. These safety
features will also allow verification
that the outer packaging has not been
tampered with and the barcodes will
be checked into a database repository
system by the manufacturer and
checked out when dispensed by 
a pharmacy.

“It does have some implications
for our industry – we have to be a lot
more vigilant,” said Hutton’s
Medical’s John Macdonald.

“That is why we also have to
operate pharmocovigilance, where we
say what we are doing to prevent
counterfeit medicines from entering
the supply chain at any point to
protect the end user.”

So, how does Hutton’s Medical
ensure its customers are protected and
they receive legitimate medicines?
“The main thing we do is to keep up
to date with packaging regulations
and familiarise ourselves with the

original
packaging from UK
manufacturers. We try not to buy
any parallel imports, which are
perfectly legal, and we don’t do any
package splitting, so everything
supplied comes in its original container.

“That is important and current
regulations do state that despite what
quantities customers order, all suppliers
should use manufacturers’ original
packs. If  you buy them from many
places in Europe and certainly in the
Far East the packs are often split up, so
you can’t know what’s inside.”

He said inhalers, which go on
virtually all vessels, were now even
being counterfeited: “They are a very
cheap product and if  they’ll fake 50
pence inhalers, they’ll fake anything.

“With all the new treatments too,
they like to counterfeit those as soon as
possible. If  it’s a new drug it’s normally
extremely expensive so it’s prime for
counterfeiting.”

He said the danger is not only that
the counterfeit medicines might not
contain any active ingredients, they
could also contain bad quality
ingredients or the wrong dosage, or
simply be made in the wrong way.

“The counterfeiters could well be
producing tablets which actually
contain the correct ingredients but not
produce them in the correct way. For
example, they could be pressed so hard
that they go through the system and
come out the other end intact.”

Fortunately for Hutton’s Medical,
the UK has arguably the most stringent

health
regulations in the world,
though counterfeit medicines do get
onto shelves in the UK because
counterfeiters find ways of  getting them
shipped to the UK.

How can companies know what
they are buying is from a reputable
source? Mr Laporte, of  Antwerp
Shipping, advised always buying from a
registered pharmacist. 

“Depending on national
regulations, these pharmacists are
legally responsible for the medicines
they deliver. They are also controlled by
national authorities and, on request,
they can show you the analysis note of
the delivered badge, signed by the
responsible pharmacist of  the
producing company.”

He said it was important to source
good quality medicines and not buy
cheaper alternatives: “Ship owners –
whatever the flag state is – must be
aware that it is economically better that
a sailor can work instead of  being
unable to work due to lack of  treatment
with quality medicines.

“For budget control purposes, the
cheaper medicines are mainly chosen
but the cheapest can become the most
expensive when, for example, malaria
hits a few crew members, using bad
prophylactic medication.”

“The only way that you can
guarantee it is from a reputable source





is to trust your supplier,” added Mr
Macdonald.

He predicts the counterfeit
scandal will get worse in Africa and
advised companies to plan ahead for
putting legitimate stock onboard at
ports rather than sourcing it locally.

“Because you’ve got the oil on the
west coast, there are a lot more vessels
operating out there and there are a lot
more European seafarers and a lot of
Africans who want anti-malarial
preparations. If  the counterfeiters are
sending out fake medicines then it’s
just putting people’s lives at risk.”

Sandi Martin Larsen, Sales
Manager for SEACAT-Schmeding, in
Denmark, which supplies medicines
to ships, said: “If  possible, I would
always advise shipping companies to
buy their medical supplies from
European or American companies
and not from a local pharmacy in
Africa or China. 

“The EU directive 29/92 states that
all medicines supplied must be EU
registered, which minimises the risk of
counterfeit since most counterfeit
comes from China and Africa.”

Most counterfeit stories he has
heard also relate to the drug Malarone,
since it is so expensive. 

He said while he thinks the Falsified
Medicines Directive will work, he 
does not believe it will stop counterfeit 
drugs altogether.

Mr Ioannidis said people can
minimise the chance of  buying
counterfeit medicines by buying from
a reputable marine pharmacy only
with a clear criminal record history.

Like Mr Larsen, he does not
believe the Directive will stop
counterfeit drugs coming into the
market: “Since this only applies to the
intra EU medicine market this will not
stop, for example, a rogue maritime
medical supplier based in the UK 
or Greece invoicing for a
counterfeit/substandard medicine
that will be shipped directly from their
supplier/partner in India directly to a
vessel in Singapore.”

He added that he was very actively
involved in trying to combat
counterfeit medicines and had raised
the issue at the General Meeting of
IMHA in France in June.

“Everybody is really concerned,”
he said. �
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In rare cases, these
garbage medicines are toxic
and life-threatening, but
mostly they are ineffective,
which can also be
dangerous
Pol Laporte, Pharmacist,
Antwerp Shipping
Pharmacy

“
”





9 -13 September London International 
Shipping Week

www.londoninternationalshippingweek.com

11 - 12 September IMPA Exhibition & Conference
London, UK www.impalondon.com

24 - 27 September NEVA
St Petersburg, Russia www.neva.transtec−neva.com

24 - 26 September Seatrade Europe
Hamburg, Germany www.seatrade−europe.com

London, UK

Web Links
ISSA – www.shipsupply.org

Pulic Relations & Marketing – www.elabor8.co.uk
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It was with a warm British welcome
that delegates were received at the
58th annual ISSA Convention, held

at the splendid Park Plaza Hotel,
London from Friday 31st May to
Saturday 1st June.

With Master of  Ceremonies, Rocky
Rocksborough-Smith (ISSA Senior
Executive Vice President) at the helm,
Friday’s Grand Opening Ceremony
began with all delegates standing for the
ISSA Hymn, followed by welcoming
speeches from ISSA President Jens Olsen
and Bob Blake, Chairman of  the British
Association of  Ship Suppliers (BASS),
both of  whom thanked delegates for
travelling to the English capital from
around the world.

After the ringing of  the bell to sound
in the start of  Convention, Jeremy Penn,
Chief  Executive of  The Baltic

Exchange, provided a fascinating
keynote speech, detailing the history
of  the Baltic, and elaborating on some
current issues and trends in the world
of  shipping trade, finance and
markets.

Next, the trade exhibition was
officially opened and delegates
enjoyed a coffee break and networking
in the splendour of  the English
country garden setting, where a large
false oak tree could be found in the
centre of  the room, surrounded with
exhibition stands. Here, stalls were to
be found promoting everything from
general ship supply to delicious
provisions with manufacturers of  tea,
chocolate and wine present. Delegates
were invited to sample these products
while enjoying catching up with ISSA
friends,old and new.

Images courtesy of  Urban Fabric Events and Elaborate
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Next it was back to the official
conference programme as Roberto
Giorgi, President of  V. Ships and former
President of  InterManager, gave a
colourful presentation about some of  the
challenges facing suppliers, particularly
the need for partnership supply.

Following Mr Giorgi, Deirdre
Fitzpatrick, founder and Executive
Director of  Seafarers’ Rights
International, the centre for advancing
the legal protection of  seafarers, gave a
thought-provoking speech about the
abandonment of  seafarers and how ship
suppliers play a role when a vessel is
abandoned and/or arrested.

Following a hearty lunch in the ISSA
English country garden, delegates were
invited to two workshops which occurred
simultaneously and were then repeated,
allowing attendees to experience both.
The topics were EU Affairs, as presented
by Customs Consultant Arne Mielken
and an update on the ISSA Quality
Standard with ISSA's Vice President
(Quality), Geoff  Marchant.

After further networking
opportunities in the Trade Exhibition
Area, delegates could enjoy drinks
together to discuss the day’s events and
to share ideas resulting from the
fascinating presentations.

Saturday promised just as many
intriguing opportunities to listen to and
discuss issues affecting ship supply and
after coffee and networking, the day’s
main event ‘Buy Right Sell Right – the
Key to Ship Supply Financial Success’
began. 

Speakers included Douglas Inch of
Cullen Metcalf, who had travelled from
Singapore to address delegates, and
Sarah Pamela John of  John Philips and
Co Ship Chandlers, based in Cochin,
India, who gave an interesting
presentation about her local area. Next
up was Adam Barnes, Business
Development Manager at IHS Fairplay,
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who gave a detailed talk, discussing
how some of  his company’s
solutions and data basing
techniques can assist ship suppliers. 

After another delicious lunch,
it was time for the ISSA Members
Open Forum, moderated by ISSA
President Jens Olsen, who, along
with fellow ISSA Board Members,
raised and answered questions on
a broad array of  topics, including
serious business issues such as late
payments and how to lodge an
official complaint about a
company to ISSA. After another
bustling coffee break, day two of
the Convention conference drew
to a close.

That evening, the Gala Dinner
was a fantastic affair, with talented
band the Piccadilly Dance
Orchestra leading the way with
beautiful Charleston-era music,
creating the perfect atmosphere.
Before the Flag Ceremony,
delegates were greeted with
champagne and given the
opportunity to try on beads and
hats, evoking the style of  the art
deco era. 
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Discussing the event, Bob
Blake, Chairman, the British
Association of  Ship Suppliers
(BASS), said: “It was a very
successful and pleasant
networking event. Everyone has
told me how much they enjoyed
it.” He added that the exhibition’s
English country garden theme
was particularly enjoyed by many
and it was great to see people
from so many different nations
sitting beneath the oak tree on
benches and tables, enjoying the
atmosphere.

“The workshops were well-
attended and appreciated. The
main conference was extremely
useful to members and we have
received positive feedback. The
gala dinner offered great food
and drink and we all enjoyed the
venue very much – it was
especially nice that the venue
was in such a key position in
London, right in the middle of
the hustle and bustle. We look
forward to Convention in
2014.” �
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Bonded Stores

Bonded stores remains a profitable
area for many ship suppliers yet
the price squeeze has permeated

into this specialist sector, with price
zoning from major goods manufacturers
leaving even suppliers with decades of
experience considering how best to keep
up with a constantly evolving industry.

Boaz Yacobi, General Manager at
Layam Sakal, a duty free and ship supply
company headquartered in Tel Aviv,
Israel, explained how price zoning is
having an impact in his region: “We are
judged greatly by the price, which means
we have to work very hard before
quoting for duty free items, because in
the Israeli market, every vessel that calls
into Israel, will usually call at Limassol or
Piraeus a day or so before. After, they
may call at Port Said or Alexandria. It’s
not only that we are dealing with local
competition but also with global
competition. 

“Unfortunately, the producers of
duty free products are dividing their
prices according to international zones.
That means countries belonging to any
particular zone must buy in one price,
and another neighbouring country

belonging to a different international
zone, can buy the same items for much
lower prices – this is one of  the things
which we are fighting very, very hard.”

When asked if  he is experiencing a
particularly negative impact on his
company’s bonded stores business
because of  this, Mr Yacobi said his
company’s ability to provide a complete
solution to vessels has been useful in
combating price pressures, making for a
more competitive edge. However, he
added: “No doubt, there is a negative
impact because the margins are
dropping and the buying price is
increasing. The producers of
international leading brands are not
really willing to invest much marketing
and support within the ship supply
category and so, we need to fight.”

He added that big manufacturers are
more willing to support marketing in the
travel retail, airport and passenger shop
sector but when it comes to ship supply,
there just isn’t the same level of
promotion and support from big players
and this is problematic. 

But what can be done to face such
price pressures – are ship suppliers in
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Bonded Stores

Israel working together to build a
stronger ship supply community? “In
Israel there is no ISSA association and of
course, within Israel and beyond, the
bottom line is that we are competing with
each other. My best friend, a ship
supplier from Cyprus, is my competitor
in the next port – a vessel may choose to
buy from me, but if  my prices aren’t
competitive enough then the next day
they will buy from him instead,” Mr
Yacobi said.

“The main thing is that
manufacturers of  bonded stores are
strong enough to divide the world and to
control prices and they don’t give us the
ability to merge forces and increase
buying power or to perform other kinds
of  commercial activities, which can be
done with regular supplies.”

The cruise sector remains a
particularly strong focus for many
bonded stores suppliers. John Davey,
Director at Cavendish Ships Stores, a
ship stores supplier based in
Southampton, UK, with a strong focus
on the cruise industry, said this part of
the market is growing: “Overall, demand
is increasing, particularly in the UK.
Operators who don’t base their cruise
vessels off  the UK all year round have
been putting more tonnage into the UK
this year. Royal Caribbean have more
ships here than ever before and generally,
it’s a growing market place.”

But despite an increase in demand
across the market, Mr Davey said price
pressures are a constant challenge:
“Margins are under pressure and the
buyers for major cruise lines are under
pressure because there is so much
competition about – it means cruise lines
are dropping their rates and so, they have
to save money elsewhere. Also, because
of  scale – cruise ships are very big
purchasers now with at least 6,000 people
onboard an average cruise liner – this
means big volumes.”

So, how is Mr Davey expanding his
company’s product range beyond
bonded stores? “We look at the less
obvious products and major on those. We
do all the own label branded water for
Carnival and P&O. Generally, of  course,

cruise companies buy through the major
brand owners themselves and then
consolidate, but I think that’s been the
case for a number of  years. When I ran
ferries in my previous career, I used to
deal with brand owners directly then
work out how to get the product to the
ship and to be honest I don’t think that’s
ever going to change.”

Mr Davey noted that the main
challenge facing the bonded stores
market is price pressure, but what is his
company doing to make sure it keeps on
top of  this?  “I think like any company,
you look inwards and ensure you become
more economical in the way you operate
as there’s always going to be margin
pressures from somewhere. You look
inwards or you try to re-negotiate, but the
problem is the brand owners have fixed
pricing for our channels. It’s a bit of  a
game, but I think because we link in with
so many other kinds of  products, we can
be seen more as a one-stop shop for
everything.”

He added that local knowledge has
been a key benefit in building on
relationships with cruise companies and
in ensuring a high level of  customer
service: “Demand is growing and of
course, when ships that are not stationed
in the UK come into port, the first thing
they will ask us is – what drinks do I need
to put on for the UK market? We end up
putting Boddingtons and Old Speckled
Hen onboard – brands that are popular
with the British market. We support
brands onboard ships that they are not
currently supported on.”

Mr Davey’s experience in this field
shows the importance of  local
knowledge, whatever region you may be
supplying to, as this ensures your
customers can best serve their passengers.
“We provide complete lists of  ‘must-have’

products, whether this be English bacon
or English ale, food and drink. Royal
Caribbean’s buyers are based in the states
in Miami, Princess Cruises are based in
California – far from the UK market, but
they are putting ships in operation here
for a season so it’s up to us to advise them
about what the must-have products are.”

“People want Gordon’s Gin or a
particular whisky to go with their spirits
and likewise with ales and beers. You
can’t promote a cider that’s not known to
the UK market or put cider onboard in
regions where it’s not popular.

“I think passengers want the brands
they know. If  cruise companies started to
deal with secondary brands that are not
well-known, I think that would bring a
consumer backlash. People expect to see
the brands they are familiar with and of
course, the brand owners themselves
invest major sums of  money to ensure
they can retain the high profile of  their
brand.”

Julian Munsamy, Company
Director of  SAI Duty Free,
headquartered at the port of  Durban,
South Africa, agreed that when it
comes to the cruise sector, local
knowledge can pay dividends:
“Regarding cruise ships that are based
in South Africa for half  the year and
travel up and down South African
waters – the passengers that board these
vessels are local South Africans who are
particular when it comes to brand
awareness. Lucky for us, the passengers
favour locally produced products so we
are at an advantage to be able to get the
best pricing to supply the cruise ships.”

As ISSA members know too well –
reputation is of  vital importance in
ensuring relationships with customers
can withstand new price pressures, but
extending one’s product range can also
work wonders. Boaz Yacobi explained
how this has benefited Layam Sakal
over the years: “The Layam company
has over 75 years of  experience in the
ship supply business. As well as being a
ship supply company, we are also a duty
free company, meaning all our
warehouses are bonded – the goods in
these warehouses are duty free and can
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Manufacturers of
bonded stores are strong
enough to divide the world
and to control prices
Boaz Yacobi, General
Manager, Layam Sakal
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be sold to ships at more attractive prices
than other local ship suppliers – who
need to purchase goods locally and pay
local taxes – can afford. 

“For us, being a bonded warehouse
means that not only are the cigarettes
and alcohol duty free but also, food
products are duty free too and this
creates a full package of  frozen and dry
provisions, deck and engine needs, all
kinds of  safety and service products for
the vessel.”

Noting that bonded stores remains a
particularly challenging field for ship
suppliers, Mr Yacobi, who has been
managing the company for 10 years,
said the market has altered a great deal
since he began working at the firm. “We
have grown dramatically. We opened
several duty free shops and are more
into the retail side of  duty free now, in
addition to the ship supply side. We
operate shops in the sea ports of  Ashdod
and Haifa in the passenger terminals –

each one is more than 750sq m with a
variety of  more than 5,000 different
items. 

“We also have a duty free shop in
Tel Aviv which serves the diplomatic
corps which live in Israel, in addition we
operate 7 Duty Free shops onboard two
cruise ships of  Mano Cruises, and PX
shops in UN bases, so we are covering
the retail side of  duty free. In addition
we are using our buying power and vast
product range and provide solutions to
smaller ship chandlers by mixing
containers of  food provision, deck &
engine, and of  course bonded stores,
with no limits of  MOQ.   

He added that on the ship supply
side, Layam Sakal has extended its
activities to new fields for more technical
solutions and services, safety services, ship
repairs in addition to being a major
supplier to cruise ships in Israeli ports.
"We are constantly updating our
products range with new products based

on ships needs and market progress. Also,
during the last three years, we extended
our activity and moved into the offshore
business. We are supplying drilling rigs
and offshore support ships on several
drilling projects at different locations in
the Mediterranean."

Also commenting on the issue of
broadening one’s product range, Julian
Munsamy said that although many
suppliers have emphasised the need to
provide a broader range of  products and
diversify in order to remain on top of  the
market, he disagrees that this is a fool
proof  road to success – particularly as
customers expect ‘known’ brands: “My
customers always want the icon brands
that have been around forever, be it
premium, medium or value for money
priced, tried and tested products are our
biggest sellers. This is the reason we are
fully stocked up with specific lines at all
times – it is very rare that customers ask
for less well-known brands.”

Bonded Stores





Mr Munsamy also agreed that cost
pressures are having an important
impact on his sector: “Cost is definitely
an issue – this business has become
price driven – there is no loyalty shown
to the supplier. The biggest advantage
with distributors like myself  sitting with
huge volumes of  stocks is that we are
able to get the best pricing and are able
to sell the stocks at discounted rates, but
the down side of  this is that our cash
flow is tied up in these stocks and the
customers still want payment terms, so
we are in a catch-22 situation.”

When asked what he believes are
the most challenging aspects of  being
involved in the supply of  bonded stores
and duty free at this time, Mr Munsamy
said: “The biggest challenge in these
difficult times is that big companies do
not really care about the distributors
that being loyal, grew their brands over
the years.” He provided the example of
a major tobacco company who he used

to distribute for, at a time when there
was not much of  a market for their
brands.

“When I first started I made
headway in working hard to grow and
maintain their market share over the
years but after my company had a
change of  name, they just stopped my
direct supply – they put a policy in
place whereby they gave, and are still
giving, exclusivity to only one specific
distributor in the whole of  Southern
Africa for the duty free supply
channel. We are hoping that this
policy changes and companies like

SAI Duty Free are given the
opportunity and that I can continue
from back when I stopped distribution
of  their brands.” 

He also said the exchange rate is
another major challenge currently, as
products such as whisky are imported
from Scotland. “Gone are the days
when we could give a yearly increase
on products – the unfortunate part is
that prices these days go up drastically
without prior notification,” he said.

When asked what his hopes are for
the rest of  2013, in terms of  how the
market will develop for bonded stores
and duty free, Mr Munsamy said: “I
am very hopeful that customers will
stay true to their brands and realise
that all things premium have to come
at a premium price which is beyond
our control. I think that bonded stores
and duty free brands will start to
increase in the next few months, way
before we reach Christmas.” �

Bonded Stores

This business has
become price driven. There
is no loyalty shown to the
supplier
Julian Munsamy, Company
Director, SAI Duty Free
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Talking Point

As the months tick by in the run
up to the April 2015 opening
of  the expanded Panama

Canal, the rush is on to allay ship owner
concerns about Canal tolls. 

But as Jorge Quijano, Administrator
of  the Panama Canal Authority (ACP),
told The Ship Supplier, while ship owners
may have to pay more in some cases
and less in others, the industry has to
bear in mind that Panama’s own costs
have increased and the Canal cannot be
held responsible for the financial
malaise affecting the shipping industry.
Panama also has to make a profit from
its investment, he warned.

“We live in a globalised world and
we are no longer restricted to a
particular region or market but we have
to be competitive. We have to come up
with a toll structure that will satisfy all
concerned and deliver a profit to
Panama,” he said.

“So, thinking we are going to price
ourselves out of  the market isn’t quite
correct: owners may have to pay more
in some cases but less in others. It will
depend if  you have a big vessel with
12,000teu you will probably be paying
less than if  you have a 4,500teu vessel.
We are working on the charging scales
at the moment to see how we can
manage the capacity we think we will
attract and the product we will bring 
on line.”

The $5.2 billion Canal Expansion
Programme will build a new lane of
traffic along the Panama Canal through
the construction of  a new set of  locks,
which will double the waterway’s

capacity. Expansion will allow the
Panama Canal to satisfy the increasing
demand of  world maritime trade.

“We do not want everything to
move over to the expanded canal
because we also want the existing canal
which we maintain well, to continue to
provide a service to those who can use
it. So, we have to have a balanced toll
structure which promotes both –
promotes itself  to those vessels that have
the large economies of  scale and those
that don’t. The other message I want to
send out is that we are also subject to
price increases in products we buy. We
are buying tugboats right now that
used to cost $4 million but are now
costing $11m. In 2001we ordered
four tugs which cost $5m each,
but they are now $10.5m for a
slightly higher powered tug but
what is basically the same tug,” 
he said.

Mr Quijano added: “The
locomotives we operate in the
current locks used to cost $1.8m but
the price has risen to $2.5m so our cost
structure has also gone up. The
problem the shipping
industry is facing is
that it has an
oversupply of  slots
but this situation
has not been caused
by the Panama
Canal, that is
something the
industry decided
it wanted to
pursue. Ship

owners wanted to build bigger ships
and to have more slots. The industry
has created this problem and it has
nothing to do with the Panama Canal
but every time we raise our tolls, we get
blamed for the problems of  the industry
and we cannot really accept that
because we are just a minor portion of
the whole cost structure of  taking a
container from one end to another or
taking a cargo from source to market.”

As part of  the permanent dialogue
with the shipping industry, a Panama
Canal Authority (ACP) delegation,
headed by Administrator Quijano,

recently visited South
Korea to hold

discussions with
the vehicle
carrier market
segment and 
to obtain
feedback on 

the future toll
structure being
developed by the

ACP that will

Jorge L Quinjano
Administrator of the Panama Canal Authority (ACP)

Talks exclusively to:
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go into effect upon completion of  the
Canal Expansion Programme.  

Canal officials met with the Korea
Shipowners’ Association, Hanjin
Shipping and STX Pan Ocean. The
delegation also met with several vehicle
and heavy equipment companies.

In addition, Canal officials met with
SK Energy to discuss the new
possibilities that the expanded Canal
will open to trade of  liquefied natural
gas (LNG). “This is maybe one of  the
most relevant potential markets that the
expanded Canal will facilitate, from the
US Gulf  to Asia,” Mr Quijano said.

The Panama Canal Administrator
also held discussions with the
International Chamber of  Shipping
(ICS) in December 2012. In February
2013, Mr Quijano met with the
International Association of
Independent Tanker Owners
(INTERTANKO) as well as the
International Association of  Dry Cargo
Shipowners (Intercargo). The ACP will
hold meetings with other market
segments in the next few months.

In 2012, PC/UMS tonnage for
vehicle carrier transits registered 37.7
million, an 8.6% increase from the
previous year. This segment's traffic
through the Canal remained dynamic,
along with the rise of  vehicle flows in
the main maritime trade routes. 

But when the decision was taken to
expand the Canal, did the ACP
anticipate the effect the financial crisis
would have on shipping volumes?

“When we first embarked on the
expansion back in 2007, we did not
anticipate that there would be a global
economic crisis as we had in 2008 and
2009 and which continues to this day.
We think it will be a while before the
market fully recovers but the world
population will continue to grow;
demand for goods will continue to grow
and globalisation has not stopped.
There is still a lot of  interest in the US
investing in China and even the other
way round.

“The movement of  goods will still
be required but from our standpoint we
see a very strong Latin America, up 
and coming strengths in economic
development in countries with high
GDPs which are also putting a lot of
demand on our transit operations and
on the movement of  containers. We
believe that the evolution of  Latin
America will probably take over some
of  that cargo slippage from the other
countries that were normally the best
customers of  the US.

“We still see a very strong Korea for
example; Japan as well, even though it
is experiencing its own economic
problems. We do not see the levels we
originally expected immediately being
put into place but we are also looking at
developments we originally did not
anticipate such as the growth of  the
LNG sector. LNG is a new trade and
the Canal doesn’t just serve the
container trades; it serves all of  the
sectors such as bulk carriers and

chemical tankers, everything. So we see
a lot of  possibilities in different sectors,
less reliability on the container segment
and more reliance on the other
segments. We have never passed one
cubic metre of  LNG before but there is
a lot of  interest. We have had several
visits from both providers of  LNG and
future consumers of  LNG asking about
the Canal – when is it coming on line,
how much will we charge for the vessels
etc. So there are a lot of  possibilities
from a segment that was not at the
forefront of  our minds when we were
proposing expansion of  the Canal,” he
said.

But as operator of  the Canal, and
with ships getting larger and larger,
does he regret not expanding the 
Canal so it could accommodate
containerships of  say 18,000teu?

Mr Quijano again: “It gets to a
point of  diminishing returns. If  we had
done that we would have had to price
ourselves out of  the market. We looked
at it and decided that the situation gets
to a point that is not sustainable. We
were told in 2004/5 that vessel
deployment would be more focused on
having vessels of  8,000teu to 9,000teu
utilising our trade route. The analysts
did not foresee going higher. Yes, at the
time there was talk of  14,000teu vessels
but not on our route.

“You get to a point when you are
adding more space and adding more
water, not to mention a lot more
concrete, that it would have probably

Talking Point
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added another $1 billion worth of
investment. So it was a point of
diminishing returns where you have to
say where you will be at. This is a
business and we would all like to have
things bigger and better but if  you
cannot afford it then it is not worth it. 

“You must remember that we do not
have contracts with anyone, we don’t
have a contract with Maersk or NOL or
APL and they can take off  at any time
and we will still be stuck with something
that lasts 100 years.  The locks will last
more than four times the life of  a vessel
so we have to build it so that it is good
enough now and for 100 years to come.
We cannot put a VLCC through the
Panama Canal but how many VLCCs
come through this area – very few. We
can accommodate most of  the tankers
up to 160,000dwt to 180,000dwt
partially loaded and that is good enough
for our region and our business. We
don’t have to be everything to everyone. 

“We have very specific markets we
serve, even though there are over 140
routes that go through the Panama
Canal; the main ones being North East
Asia to the US east coast; west coast
South America to the US east coast; we
also have the west coast of  South
America to Europe and then you have
intercoastal from west coast US and
Canada to the US east coast. We were
concerned because we like to keep all of
the business that we get and if  someone
decides to go elsewhere then there is not
a lot we can do about it at this stage. 

“I have been asking shipping lines
what they are going to do after the
expanded Canal is opened and most
likely those guys will look at the
economics and decide that adding 11
days to their voyage by going through
Suez is not an option. We are 11 days
faster and 11 days of  less consumption
of  high cost fuel is important. If  the
industry continues to push for low

sulphur fuels then it will be more
convenient to use the Panama Canal,”
he said. 

“We are now looking at improving
transit times by utilising a better tracking
system of  the vessels once they have left
port and are en route to Panama.  We
can optimise the schedule so they don’t
have to arrive early but when they arrive
we will take them on arrival to the locks.
We can do that with the technology that
is available. We are conducting a
prototype right now. Ship owners will
pay a little more for that service but you
can slow steam and there is no need to
hurry up to get here so your ship can be
registered in the queue to be put into the
schedule. That will be a premium service
and ship owners will have to pay for it.

“I can understand people looking at
their own economics but we will have a
better offer in the end. Come 2015 we
will have an offer that even Maersk will
not be able to resist,” he said. �
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2013 has already proven itself  as a
time of  strong growth for
Brazilian ports, but how will the

coming months shape up for ship
suppliers in the region?  

Ismael Santos, International Trade
Manager at Boa Praca, a ship supply
company located in south east Brazil,
near Campus Basin and Santos Basin –
where 80% of  all offshore oil and gas
exploration in the country occurs,
according to ONIP (National
Organization of  the Petroleum
Industry) – told The Ship Supplier he has
a positive outlook for the coming
months, but he cited a number of
possible challenges facing ship suppliers
and other maritime businesses in 
his country.

“Although we expect a healthy level
of  growth to continue during our
forecast period, we caution that there
are a number of  risks to our outlook for
the country's booming shipping sector,
including the infrastructure deficit and
signs of  overheating in the Brazilian
economy,” he said. 

“Brazil's transport network has not
yet developed the infrastructure needed
to handle increasing logistics demand,
causing severe delays and increased
costs for shippers. As such, we expect to
see more investment in infrastructure,
both public and private, as ports seek to
deal with growing traffic and to
capitalize on increasing trade
opportunities.

“A downsize risk is the possibility
that Brazil will not be able to improve
its port infrastructure in order to keep

up with global demand for its main
exports in short term basis. The poor
state of  the country's port
infrastructure has been a cause of
concern for some time. Investment in
infrastructure has not kept up with the
rapid progress made in other areas of
the economy.” 

Mr Santos added: “The chronic
infrastructure deficit was clearly
demonstrated in mid-2010, when ships
queued for as long as a month to load
sugar from local ports, as a record crop,
high demand and wet weather
combined to slow loading and again in
2013, this affects the flow of  vessels and
impacts directly on the ship suppliers.”

He also expressed his confidence
that Brazil's ship supply sector will post
strong growth over the medium term,
fuelled by the Brazilian government's
commitment to improving
infrastructure to support economic
growth, with Brazilian ports controlling
95% of  total Brazilian imports and
exports – a figure Mr Santos said
clearly indicates the importance of  the
port sector for the entire country's
development.

“The Brazilian Government is
Investing for modernisation and port
capacity a total of  $54 billion,
according to data presented by the
Secretariat of  Ports. The government
plan is called PNLP (Brazilian National
Plan for Port Logistics) with such
investments, the Palacio do Planalto
(Brazil's Presidential Palace) is
confident of  meeting the growing
demand in Brazilian ports, rising from

258 million to 975 million tons between
2009 and 2030, according to the
National Plan of  Port Logistics (PNLP),
the study hired by the government to
subsidise all discussions packages. 

“These investments planned by the
Brazilian government are already
attracting many private investments for
the sector. In addition, oil and gas
reserves are found in Brazil quite often
and this will drive the country to
another level of  productivity. We must
be ready for the bright future followed
by a lot of  challenges that are waiting
for us. All these investments in the
sector (port infrastructure and oil and
gas production and exploration) are
bringing many international players,
including ship owners to the booming
Brazilian offshore market and this is a
positive sign that ship suppliers will
have a lot of  work and business
opportunities ahead.” �

Brazil: Suppliers
face infrastructure
challenges
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Arrested development

Rotterdam-based law firm AKD
says creditors of  ailing shipping
groups such as STX Pan

Ocean of  South Korea and TMT of
Taiwan, could take advantage of
prevailing bankruptcy laws to enforce
vessel arrests and other attachments in
the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp
(ARA) region.

Haco van der Houven van Oordt, a
partner with the shipping and offshore
team at AKD in Rotterdam, said: “The
recent reports of  bankruptcies and
voluntary liquidation proceedings
involving shipping companies have now
reached levels which exceed any in
recent memory. STX Pan Ocean, South
Korea’s largest dry bulk operator, has

reportedly obtained bankruptcy
protection and is now seeking
recognition of  protection orders in
various international jurisdictions after
creditors moved to arrest a significant
part of  its fleet operating globally. 

“Creditors are looking to protect
their assets and limit their losses in the
most efficient way possible. Because
shipping is such an international industry,
creditors are becoming keen to
understand the legal approach to
bankruptcy adopted in different parts of
the world. For example, bankruptcy
protection does not enjoy worldwide
currency. It works in those countries,
including the US and the UK, which
adopt a universal approach to cross-

border insolvencies. But there are a few
exceptions to this rule.  

“It is reported that several of  STX
Pan Ocean’s creditors have already
arrested vessels in China, and we expect
creditors also to turn to the Netherlands,
which adopts a territorial approach to
bankruptcy. This means that creditors
can still take action against the assets of
STX Pan Ocean in the Netherlands
despite the existence of  bankruptcy
proceedings and protection orders.” 

In addition to its territorial approach
to the law of  bankruptcy, the
Netherlands is widely recognised as a
haven for those looking to attach ships
and/or to arrange for their swift judicial
auction. �

Asurvey which showed a third of
children do not know that ships
are used to bring produce to

the UK has prompted calls for
maritime education to be included in
the National Curriculum.

The shocking statistic was revealed
in a survey of  school children
undertaken by seafarer charity
Seafarers UK as part of  Seafarers
Awareness Week, which runs this week

and also highlights seafarers’ welfare
needs.

It also showed that just 10% have
been taught about British sea ports
while a third have never been taught
about people who work at sea.

The severe lack of  knowledge
about our maritime industry has
prompted the charity to call for more
education about the UK’s rich
seafaring heritage and dependence on

shipping to be included in the
National Curriculum.

Supporting the charity is TV presenter
and author Neil Oliver, well-known for his
appearances on the BBC’s popular Coast
series, who said: “As an island nation, we
absolutely depend on seafarers and the
work they do 365 days a year. They handle
95% of  our imports, deliver fuel for our
power stations, protect our shipping and
provide food for our tables.” �

Charity calls for maritime education
in UK schools

ISSA and Ship Supply News

AKD expects creditors to pursue ARA vessel arrests as bankruptcies escalate  



ISSA and Ship Supply News

It was glitz, colour and superb Singaporean hospitality as the Singapore Association of  Ship Suppliers (SASS) celebrated
33 years of  excellent service to the international maritime community. ISSA President Jens Olsen was present to enjoy
the occasion. �

SASS celebrates 33 years in style
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ISSA and Ship Supply News

Claudio Adrian Polón, General
Manager, EMS Ship Supply
(Argentina) is celebrating 30

years in the maritime industry this year
“I feel proud to belong to the third

generation of  workers in the maritime
industry. Soon after my grandfather
arrived in Argentina back in 1900, he
started working as a longshoreman; but
it was after many years that my father
and a friend of  his, through the industrial
clothes laundry business, got involved in
maritime trade,” Mr Polón said.

In 1983, Mr Polón joined the family
business to help in the expansion process,
when he introduced into the business
services to ships arriving at the Port
complex (San Lorenzo – Puerto San
Martin). “It was not a mere coincidence
that I got involved in this field. At that
time, I was about to finish high school
and needed to finance my studies at
university; so the participation in the

family business was a way to solve the
issue. However, it was then that without
even realising it, I developed an inner
passion for this activity,” he added. 

After 30 years in the business, Mr
Polón says his passion is as strong as it
was back when he started in 1983. “The
business kept growing and in 1993 I took
the decision to set up my own company
as a ship service provider - Claudio
Polón Servicios Marítimos (Ship
Supplier).  

“I obtained ISSA recognition and
worked internationally strengthening the
relationship with clients and developing
the relationship with potential ones; until
2008 when the company became part of
EMS Ship Supply Argentina, and I
became the General Director of  the area
San Lorenzo-Buenos Aires. Shortly after,
I was assigned General Manager for the
Argentinean activity. Currently, in this I
am fully involved in the development of

several projects for EMS Seven Seas
Argentina.”

Reflecting on his 30 years in business,
Mr Polón concluded that his loved ones
have provided important support
throughout his career: “People come to
mind, such as my father who is no longer
in this world, my mother, my life partner
Graciela – the love of  my life, Victoria
and Tomás and all those who helped me
out, trusted me and shared this project
with me. Without doubt, it is thanks to
them all that I celebrate 30 years of
activity in the business.” �

30 years at the helm



ISSA and Ship Supply News

Deck machinery specialists ACE
Winches has been awarded
British industry’s most coveted

prize for the second time – a Queen’s
Award for Enterprise in International
Trade. 

The manufacturer, based in
Aberdeenshire, Scotland, first received
the award in 2010.

Founded by CEO Alfie Cheyne in
1992, ACE Winches operates on a global
basis with 75% of  its profits generated
from international exports. Staff
numbers have increased from 200 in
2011 to over 300 today as the company
has expanded to meet growing demand
for its range of  products and services.

ACE Winches recently invested over
£30 million in expanding its production
and winch hire facilities at its Towie
Barclay Works and the company also has
a Norwegian division, ACE Winches

Norge AS, based at
Dusavik, near
Stavanger. 

Commenting on
the company’s
achievement in
securing a second
Queen’s Award for
International Trade,
Mr Cheyne said, “We
are so proud to have
been recognised for the
continuing success of  ACE Winches, for
the hard work and dedication of  our
people in delivering that success and
meeting the challenges of  a truly
international business. 

“We are deeply honoured that we
should have been selected to take our
place amongst the very best in British
Industry in recognition of  outstanding
achievements in overseas markets.”

The Queen’s Award for Enterprise
was first established in 1966, and
honours are awarded to businesses in
three categories: International Trade,
Innovation and Sustainable
Development. An Award is valid for five
years. 

The Award ceremony will be held at
Buckingham Palace at Her Majesty The
Queen’s Reception on 23rd July, 2013. �

ACE Winches secures second Queen’s
Award for International Trade

ACE Winches Management Board
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ISSA is sad to report the death of
Peter Kraunsoe of  South African
firm Rumo International. 
Peter was born in England and

emigrated to South Africa in 1974. It
was in South Africa that he first
entered the world of  ship chandling,
when he was employed by Mercabach
& Hickson the same year. 

From that date he worked within
the ship supply world, firstly in Cape
Town and later as Operations
Manager of  Chandling International
in Durban. In 1990, Peter and his two
Partners, Rui Morgado and Chris
Wilson, set up Rumo International,
which has been the supplier of

maritime Coca Cola to ship
chandlers worldwide ever since. 

In 2008 Peter was joined by his
son, Sven Kraunsoe, in the business.
Even after Sven joined the business,
Peter continued to play an active role
and was in the office three times a
week, right up until 10 days before his
death. 

Peter was diagnosed with end
stage cancer in February, and
succumbed to the disease only six
weeks later. Peter is survived by his
wife, Jane, as well as his son, Sven.
His legacy will continue through 
the business that he built up over 
the years. �

Peter Roderick
Kraunsoe
01.11.1945 to 22.03.2013
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Fore! Or is it umbrellas at dawn?

Adeluge of  the finest British
summer rain did little to
dampen the spirits of  the

intrepid ISSA golfers who teed off  at
the beautiful Royal
Blackheath Golf  Club to
contest the only true
‘major’ of  the ship
supplier golfing calendar –
The ISSA Convention
Golf  Day. And the scores
were surprisingly high
considering the atrocious
conditions.

Royal Blackheath was
a treat. It is reputed to be
the oldest golf  club in the
world (it was instituted in
1608) and the course,
which is slightly younger
at over 100 years old,
combines the fine qualities
of  an English parkland

course with excellent fairways, true
greens and a quality that underlines its
heritage and tradition. The clubhouse
is the true gem – a stately mansion set

in beautiful surroundings with high
ceilinged reception rooms that echoed
class. 

We were all very lucky to be given a
guided tour of  the club’s
museum, with its fine
silverware, paintings and
age-old memorabilia. 

And the golf ? Well a
delicate mixture of  good,
bad and indifferent with the
winner scoring in the upper
30s (stableford score). Well
done to Paul Bigsell who
won with a score of  38
stableford points; Brian
Philips was second with 37
points while Dave Jeffries
and Derrick Samms were
joint third with an excellent
34 points.  Liz Marchant
continued her domination
of  the competition by
winning the ladies event in

admirable style. �





Eight months ago, staff  at New
York-based marine electrical
suppliers Technico Marine did

not know if  they would have a job to go
back to when one of  the worst ever
hurricanes in US history battered the
company’s Brooklyn premises, causing
mass devastation.

On 29th October Hurricane Sandy
tore up the east coast of  the US from
the Caribbean not only causing
extensive damage - believed to be in
excess of  $68 million - but claiming the
lives of  well over 100 people.

It left Technico Marine’s offices and
warehouse on Brooklyn’s waterfront, an
area known as Red Hook, completely
flooded and damaged nearly everything
in its path but the company was

recently able to announce that it is
back to business as usual following a
massive clean-up and rebuilding
operation.

“We suffered terribly,” said Sales
Manager David Shamoun Jr
(pictured). “Being that our New York
office is on the coastline, we had over
70 inches of  water throughout our
10,000sq ft building. We did our best to
prepare but, as you can image, no one
could have prepared for almost six feet
of  water pouring through the edifice
and into the warehouse.”

The company spent the following
five months getting the office back up
and running but it was a long and
difficult journey.

“Initially we had to run generators
just to get lights and phones to work as

the power was off  for three weeks.
Then, after that we spent weeks sifting
through the waterlogged items,
separating what could be salvaged –
which wasn’t much at all. We emptied
nearly the whole warehouse with plenty
of  donations to scrapyards.”

Now, the family-owned business,
which also has an office in Houston,
Texas is back and stronger than ever, in
the same location as it was before.

“Thanks to the diligence of  our
owner, David Shamoun Sr, and the
undying work ethic by both he and our
Vice President, Jerry D’Arco, we were
able to secure new stock, refurbish the
destroyed offices, replace fixtures,
computers, pallet jacks etcetera and
here we are back to fully functioning,”
said Mr Shamoun Jr.

Back on track
after Hurricane Sandy
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Making waves

Waveblade Limited, the
Dumbarton-based company
which makes ground

breaking submersible power tools, has
raised £610,000 in a second round of
funding as it continues its global
expansion and diversification into new
sectors.

The company, which has been
advised in both funding rounds by law
firm Harper Macleod, has now raised
more than £1.1 million investment from
Glasgow-based business syndicate Kelvin
Capital and the Scottish Investment
Bank, a division of  Scottish Enterprise,
since September 2012.

Part of  the new funding has been
ringfenced to help finance a trial project
with one of  the major oil and gas
companies to test Waveblade products on
subsea pipes.

Steve Smith, CEO of  Waveblade,
said: “In the past year we have seen

remarkable interest and there is
incredible global potential for our unique
products in a whole range of  commercial
sectors. 

“It is fantastic to see our ambitious
plans backed to the hilt by our investors
at Kelvin Capital and the Scottish
Investment Bank. We couldn’t have come
this far without their unstinting support
and financial backing, along with the
first-class assistance of  our professional
advisers at Harper Macleod, who have
shown a remarkable understanding of
our business and the challenges we face.”

The earlier round of  funding, which
raised £550,000, enabled the company
develop its product range as it moved
from the recreational boating sector into
the global commercial marine sector.

Harper Macleod Partner Paula
Skinner, who specialises in advising start-
up and high-growth companies, said:
“The company has advanced so much in

a short space of  time and
it has been exciting to play
a part in its success story.
This deal just shows that in
Scotland there is an
appetite to invest in
innovative, high-growth
companies and it is often a
case of  bringing these
businesses together with
the right investors.”

Designed for the
marine sector and based
on a patented wave
technology, Waveblade is
the world’s first
submersible handheld
power tool to remove
fouling and growth from
boats and other
submerged surfaces. 

The technology
behind Waveblade was

invented by Ayrshire-based architect
Hugh Fisher, who developed the
patented harmonic technology which
vibrates all types of  growth from
underwater surfaces. 

Jim Hall, co-founder of  Kelvin
Capital which specialises in early stage
investment into Scottish innovations,
said: "We are delighted to continue our
support for a truly innovative Scottish
company which has the potential to do
extremely well in a lucrative global
marketplace. Waveblade has continued
to generate significant interest since our
initial investment and it is critical that it is
allowed to fulfil its high-growth
potential." 

Kerry Sharp of  the Scottish
Investment Bank said: “Waveblade is a
very ambitious young company with
huge potential in international markets
which makes it just the sort of  company
we’re delighted to support.”
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Harper Macleod helps marine power tool pioneer Waveblade
secure £610,000 to further ambitious global growth
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?????
Specialising in spill control technology, Lubetech offers a wide range of  products which allow
for a rapid response to spill situations in the workplace. Its range of  spill kits, spill mats and
absorbents includes options for spillages such as chemicals and oil, while its spill containment
products provide a physical barrier, preventing harmful substances from entering the
ecosystem.
www.lubetech.co.uk

???
Tritex NDT has launched the new Multigauge 5600, a general purpose thickness gauge,
based on the already very popular original Multigauge 5600. The product has new features
including a large modern colour display and an easy to use clear graphic menu. The gauge
has been designed in line with Tritex’s concept of  ‘Simple, Accurate and Robust’. 
www.tritexndt.com

Natural ingredients specialist The Frank Food Company has launched its
new Frank Bar; a healthy ‘Free From’ snack which is substantial, tasty and
has a rich full flavour. The snack was developed by former Everton
premiership footballer Neil Robinson, a committed vegan and health guru.
Frank is available in five delicious flavours.  
www.thefrankfoodcompany.com

Dye−ing to meet yout
Tracerline Dye-Lite All-In-One full-spectrum fluorescent dye pinpoints leaks in all oil-based
fluid systems on marine vessels, including engine oil, fuel and hydraulic fluid. The product
ensures optimum leak detection owing to two distinct fluorescent dyes, so whatever type of
inspection lamp is used, All-In-One dye is sure to produce a brilliant fluorescent glow!   
www.tracerline.com

Protect and serve
This comprehensive range of  rugged, corrosion proof  cases from Peli offers watertight and
crushproof  equipment protection, even in extreme marine conditions. There are more than
60 sizes of  cases to suit all types of  sensitive equipment from mobile phone cases to large
transit/shipping cases, all manufactured from a structural resin shell that does not dent and
protects against extreme conditions. 
www.peliproducts.co.uk

Mirror, mirror
A simple yet highly effective device, the Hot Shot mirror is the ultimate fail-proof
daytime signalling device and no emergency kit should be without one. The product

has a holographic ‘red-dot’ viewing window that quickly finds the optimum sighting
‘spot’ for a bright, focused signal, as when the mirror and the sun are properly aligned, the

red dot helps the user to ensure the mirror’s reflection is on target. 
www.acrartex.com

Transas Marine has launched a new version of  its ship security alert system
(SSAS), ShipGuard 4, with improved polling time. Transas ShipGuard 4
SSAS is type-approved by Germanischer Lloyd and provides regulatory
SSAS functionality. It includes modem/GPS receiver, two alert activation
circuits and onboard OFF/ON/TEST key switch. The system can be reset
remotely via Transas FleetView Online web-based SSAS-tracking service
and allows for daily position reporting and polling.
www.transas.com

Safe and sound
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Specialising in spill control technology, Lubetech offers a wide range of  products
which allow for a rapid response to spill situations in the workplace. Its range of  spill
kits, spill mats and absorbents includes options for spillages such as chemicals and oil,
while its spill containment products provide a physical barrier, preventing harmful
substances from entering the ecosystem.
www.lubetech.co.uk

Creating a buzz
Buzz Marine, the company that brought the revolutionary HubbaX mobile
broadband unit to the marine world, has added a new internal unit to its range – the
Hubba. Using unique patented aerial technology and 3G networks via an internal
SIM card, the Hubba is powered by the vessels 12v system or standard mains power
point and provides ADSL equivalent broadband speeds, up to four times the
connectivity of  an internal SIM in an iPad or laptop mobile connector. 
www.buzzmarine.co.uk

Drinking water onboard should be free of  harmful bacteria such as E-Coli and
Coliforms which can cause infection and disease in humans and the maintenance,

testing and recording of  the quality of  drinking water should be maintained in
compliance with the Maritime Labour Convention, which comes into force in

August. The Nalfleet Potable Water Test Kit range (available through Wilhelmsen
Ships Service) enables ships staff  to monitor the quality of  drinking water onboard by

providing tests for important operational control parameters and verification tests for
bacteria that can be of  risk to human health. 

www.wilhelmsen.com/shipsservice

Testing testing
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Let there be light
Providing powerful floodlights for extreme conditions, Luminell is a Norwegian company

whose products are used everywhere from onboard OSVs to in spoolbases – the company’s
floodlights are also used onboard the Northwestern fishing vessel in famous TV show, Deadliest

Catch. With the RLX floodlights series, Luminell offers incredibly powerful lighting for a wide
range of  maritime applications. As the company has professed: “Luminell can be the difference

between night and day. Once you’ve seen the light from Luminell - you’ll never be left in the dark
again.”

www.luminell.com

By December 19th, the US Environmental Protection Agency expects vessel
owners and operators with craft included under the Vessel General (VGP), to
comply with regulations regarding discharges. VGP requirements for
cathodic protection can be easily met with environmentally-friendly
Martyr brand cadmium-free aluminium and magnesium anodes from
Canada Metal (Pacific). CMP makes its Martyr brand
aluminium and magnesium anodes with no traces of  toxic
cadmium.
www.luminell.com

Metal Martyr





Play
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This stunning iPod and iPhone dock speaker is the result of
four years’ research and development by legendary French
music composer and performer Jean Michel Jarre and his
team of  sound engineers. The powerful tower sound system
accepts all digital formats and is compatible with all iPod
and iPhone models, coming with an integrated USB 2.0 port
as well as a mini-jack port which provide the opportunity to
connect to a laptop, CD/DVD player, smartphones, hard
disk files as well as a vinyl turntable.

AeroSystem One
£749

www.amazon.co.uk

After a hard day at the office, this 3D
massager could be just what you need to take
away your tension and fatigue. The clever
design uses shiatsu (Japanese for finger
pressure), vibration massage and heat in
order to soothe your back and
shoulders, combining a deep
kneading action with soothing
warmth to relax your muscles. It also boasts
spot shiatsu to target specific areas so you can tailor
the type of  massage you want to your specifications and relieve
even the tightest of  knots.

HoMedics 3D Back and Shoulder Shiatsu Massager
£153.32

www.iwantoneofthose.com

Jamie Cullum

Good vibrations

Towering tunes

Known as the sexy blonde in legendary Swedish pop group
ABBA, when Agnetha Fältskog opened her mouth the whole
world fell in love with her velvet tones as she sang about failed
romances and taking chances. Now the star of  the ‘70s and
‘80s is back with a rich tapestry of  beautiful vocals. There is a
much more modern sound to the album thanks to production
from Peter Nordahl and Jörgen Elofsson, who has worked
with Britney Spears. There is even a duet with popular
singer/songwriter and Take That member Gary Barlow. 

A
Polydor

Jamie Cullum has cleverly attracted a younger audience to jazz.
Momentum, his sixth studio album, features a varied track list, from
the up tempo and Bond-theme-sounding Edge of  Something to the
beautiful Pure Imagination, a reworking of  the song from the movie
Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory, the book of  which was
written by his model wife Sophie’s grandfather, the late Roald Dahl.  

Momentum
Island Records

Agnetha Fältskog

s



Nothing conjures up the beauty of
England more than an idyllic
country garden, and there are plenty
of  these plus a whole lot more at this
prestigious gardening event. The
RHS Hampton Court Flower Show
is the UK’s biggest gardening show
and takes place in the stunning
grounds of  Hampton Court Palace,
a former home of  King Henry VIII,
in Surrey. It is famous for the unique
Conceptual Gardens, which push
the boundaries and in previous years
have taken inspiration from art,
science and religion among others.
An Exclusive Preview Evening also
offers the chance to sit back and
enjoy a sit-down meal or picnic,
culminating in a spectacular
firework finale.
RHS Hampton Court Flower Show

www.rhs.org.uk
From 9th to 14th July 2013

Nearly every day, celebrity chef  Sergio
Herman changes the menu at his restaurant,
Oud Sluis, in the Netherland, to give diners
the best quality fish and shellfish he can
source. The third generation chef  in this
family business, he took over the reins from
father Ronnie in 1991 and his introduction of
edgier cooking techniques has seen the
restaurant in The World’s 50 Best Restaurants
for eight years, this year claiming the number
35 spot. Although he draws much from his
native surroundings, there are glimpses of
diverse culinary traditions from as far away as
Japan and, while the menu is very much
firmly focused on fish, Herman has
introduced some meat and vegetarian dishes
to cater for a growing international clientele.
As the produce is selected daily, the menu is
always a surprise but one of  the restaurant’s
regular dishes is fresh cod with cod brandade,
bomba rice risotto, cod cooking juices and
fermented fish sauce. The Feeling & Taste
menu consists of  four courses and costs €150
while the more extensive Père et Fils (Father
and Son) menu costs €210.

Oud Sluis
Beestenmarkt 2, 4524 EA Sluis, 

The Netherlands
www.oudsluis.nl

Glorious
gardens

Plenty of fish

Dangerous
secrets
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hoursAer

Michael Lewis, the inimitable, first-
rate – if  irreverent – journalist and
sharp observer of  human foible, takes
us on a wild guided tour of  the
financial-disaster train wrecks of  our
time. Showing his easy familiarity
with a worldwide debt that’s grown
from $84 trillion in 2002 to $195
today, and with the motley crew of
characters who inhabit it, Lewis
deconstructs complex stories in a
lucid, fast-moving, wry and funny
style. According to Mr Lewis:
“Nobody’s running the world, that’s
the scary thing. There’s been a
massive decline in authority. In
moments of  crisis, it’s unnerving to
realise no one’s in charge.” 

By Michael Lewis
Allen Lane

£20.oo
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